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Spring has Sprung!
Founders Message:
Growing season has arrived and we encourage you to reach out to us to develop a
plan to enhance the curb appeal of your property! Did you know that a well
maintained and up to date landscape can increase a property's overall value by 1520%?
Our seasonal color gallery is bound to help you decide on a new and exciting
enhancement!
We would love to walk your property and
learn about your long term goals. For
example, you may want to eliminate
plant material that has reached maturity
and replace it with a colorful native
variety or you may want to reduce your
landscape water usage. From there we
can work together to craft a plan to make
it happen! For inspiration, here are a few
of the services we can offer:
Problem Solving: Water conservation, safety issues, and enhancing curb
appeal

Renovations and Updates: Turf renovations or replacement, synthetic turf,
weather based controllers and drip system conversions
Extra Maintenance: Mulch and refreshing mulch, replacement of
overgrown/diseased trees and plants, weed abatement, cleaning and clearing
leaves and dirt
Say goodbye to winter, and let us brighten up your outdoor spaces with a fresh
spring enhancement!
Here's to a fabulous Spring,
John and Denise Fitzgerald
Landesign C&M, Founders

Top 5 Garden Trends:
White Gardens - the clearest color trend
focuses on a calming and harmonious appeal,
with numerous shades of white garden blooms,
creating a clean, fresh, and optimistic look
Granny Gardens - nostalgia plants with soft
pink and pale shades from earlier garden eras
add an old-fashion touch to a modern garden
Fashionable Gardens - bold colors and unique
plants and flower blooms are the latest trend in
social media
Geometric Gardens - geometric shapes are a
steady trend as we enter Spring, with an
expansion into sheared topiaries and garden
beds with geometric angles
Pet Friendly Gardens - pet-friendly and petsafe gardens are becoming more and more
popular!

Click here to read "7 Hot Spring 2016 Landscape Trends" by The Design Build
staff.
Click here to read "The 8 Hottest Garden Trends of 2016" by Nicole Wisniewski
from The Design Build.

Do you have a landscape project in mind or need a competitive
maintenance service proposal?
Contact us to get your project rolling!
Contact Us!

Build Bench Strength!
It's that time of the year again to strengthen our bench!
Do you know someone with experience in the
landscaping industry? We are hiring! Our Careers
Page has job descriptions and employment
applications, thank you!

STAY CONNECTED:

Members of:

Landesign Construction & Maintenance
www.Landesign-Inc.com | 707.578.2657
P.O. Box 2326
Santa Rosa, CA 95405
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